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Context Icons:

Work in Groups

Whole Class

Task Icons:

Gather Information

Problem Solve

Analyze

Instructor Orchestration

Compare
Results

Compare the theoretical result to the actual result.

...

Perform New Trial to
Compare Results

Select students to measure out this
distance, either by chalking out a line at the
front of the class or by having a student
stand at the maximum range of the dart gun
Fire the dart gun at a 45 degree angle near
the ground, so that students can then
compare their results

...

Calculate Variables to
Find Max Range

Calculate the muzzle velocity of the dart
gun (done in groups, pairs or individually)
Calculate the maximum range of the dart
gun, and determine at what angle this max
range will be achieved...

Measure Time and
Share Results

When the dart is fired, measure the time it
takes for the projectile to return to its
original height
When chosen, share results, identifying
outliers and calculating the average...

Initiate Trial

Count down and fire the dart gun directly upward.

...

Introduce Activity

Present a mini-lecture on measurement
uncertainties
Then, direct students to pull out
stopwatches/smartphones to measure the
time between the "start" and “stop”
Count down, “3, 2, 1, start... 3, 2, 1, stop”
Choose several students at random,
creating a list of their results
Lead the class through the identification of
outliers and the calculation of a mean value

...

Find Relationship
Between Variables

Find a relationship between the muzzle velocity
and time taken by the projectile to return to its
original position if fired directly upward, using 
v = gt/2v = gt/2.

Note: This can be done in groups, pairs, or
individually.

...

Introduce Activity -
Demonstration

Demonstrate how to use a dart gun (which fires
foam darts), by firing a few darts....

In this single-class activity, students apply their knowledge of projectile motion and the range equation to find the muzzle velocity of a foam dart gun
and predict its maximum range. Students learn to identify outliers in measurements and to calculate mean values. See a full description here.

https://www.saltise.ca/activity/dart-gun-velocity/

